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CORE
CO2 Reduction for long distance transport
MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
Main objective for CORE is to demonstrate a substantial reduction of CO2 emissions through
improved powertrain efficiency with technologies having the potential to be implemented in
production around 2020. The target is 15% improved fuel efficiency compared to a EURO V engine
and at the same time fulfilling EURO VI emission legislation.

PROJECT PLAN, MILESTONES AND DELIVERABLES

TECHNICAL APPROACH
The CORE target should be obtained by work in different sub-projects; three of which focus on
different engine and powertrain technologies. Major areas for these are: optimizing the existing
Diesel engine: combustion, air management, aftertreatment and controls, decreasing rated engine
speed ( “down-speeding”), optimizing the powertrain layout (hybrid electric components) and
using alternative fuels, namely Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), combined with variable valve
actuation.
These three sub-projects are supported by two projects where friction reduction and improvement
of low temperature performance of NOx aftertreatment technologies are studied. Accomplished
results are adapted on the three engine and powertrain arrangement. Finally in the last subproject, to ensure knowledge and technology transfer, all results will be assessed by vehicle
simulations for final achievement of the fuel economy target.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Current status of achieved results shows that the target will be meet in at least one of the
investigated engine system concept, MD engine (8liter) + hybridisation + new SCR + new piston
rings (lower friction). The blue arrows and figures present the best obtained result in each area.
In process, a 2nd loop of optimisation tests of the different engine system and integration of EATS.
Based on these experimental results the vehicle simulations are in progress and with further more
utilising combination of sub-technologies
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